Incorporating patient breathing variability into a stochastic model of dose deposition for stereotactic body radiation therapy.
Hypo-fractionated stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) employs precisely-conforming high-level radiation dose delivery to improve tumor control probabilities and sparing of healthy tissue. However, the delivery precision and conformity of SBRT renders dose accumulation particularly susceptible to organ motion, and respiratory-induced motion in the abdomen may result in significant displacement of lesion targets during the breathing cycle. Given the maturity of the technology, sensitivity of dose deposition to respiratory-induced organ motion represents a significant factor in observed discrepancies between predictive treatment plan indicators and clinical patient outcome statistics and one of the major outstanding unsolved problems in SBRT. Techniques intended to compensate for respiratory-induced organ motion have been investigated, but very few have yet reached clinical practice. To improve SBRT, it is necessary to overcome the challenge that uncertainties in dose deposition due to organ motion present. This requires incorporating an accurate prediction of the effects of the random nature of the respiratory process on SBRT dose deposition for improved treatment planning and delivery of SBRT. We introduce a means of characterizing the underlying day-to-day variability of patient breathing and calculate the resulting stochasticity in dose accumulation.